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support 
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'Decade of delay' in help for children with mental 

health problems 

 

More People Travelling Hundreds of Miles for Mental 

Health Treatment 

 

Report Raises Funding Challenges Faced by Local 
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(Huffington Post, Oct. 2016) 
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stories (Guardian, Oct. 2016) 

 

Young people's mental health care is 'inadequate' 

according to specialist nurses (BBC Newsbeat, Oct. 

2016. Includes set of videos.) 
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Being mentally ill: the new normal? (Spiked, Oct. 

2016) 

 

Quarter of a million children receiving mental health 

care in England (Guardian, Oct. 2016) 
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crisis, warns expert (Guardian, Oct. 2016) 

 

DH rejects priority mental health assessments for 

children in care (National Health Executive, Sept. 

2016) 

 

Look and listen to protect children’s mental health 

(TES, Sept. 2016) 

 

Children's mental health has hit crisis point – and 

damaging education reforms are to blame 

(Independent, Sept. 2016) 

 

More children getting help from mental health services 

(BBC, Sept. 2016) 

 

NHS child mental health services are failing the next 

generation, say GPs (Guardian, July 2016) 

 

Air pollution linked to increased mental illness in 

children (Guardian, June 2016) 

 

Sacked children's mental health tsar Natasha Devon: 
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(Parliament UK, Feb. 2016) 
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